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By The Medieval Murderers

Simon Schuster Ltd, United Kingdom, 2012. Paperback. Condition: New. Export. Language: English
. Brand New Book. Bath Abbey, 1199. The monks peaceful existence is turned upside down when
the Abbey s unpopular prior is found dead on Solsbury Hill. But when Sir Symon Cole and his wife,
Gwenllian, arrive to investigate, they soon hear whisperings that the prior has met with divine
punishment. For it is said that on Solsbury Hill, only those who are pure in heart can survive a night
when the moon is full. Determined to get to the bottom of the suspicious circumstances
surrounding the prior s death, Gwenllian launches a daring investigation that puts her in great
danger and Sir Symon accepts a challenge to visit the hill at night. Sacred treasures. Dangerous
secrets. Plots against Church, Crown and Government. Solsbury Hill continues to be the scene of
murder, theft and conspiracy throughout the ages. But what will today s archaeologists make of
the mysteries uncovered on this haunted site?.
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ReviewsReviews

This publication could be worthy of a study, and superior to other. it was writtern extremely perfectly and beneficial. I am just easily could possibly get a
delight of reading through a published pdf.
-- Prof. Bernie Torphy-- Prof. Bernie Torphy

I just started o  reading this article ebook. It is actually writter in basic words and not confusing. I am just very happy to let you know that this is the best
ebook i actually have read through inside my individual daily life and can be he finest ebook for possibly.
-- Dayne Johns-- Dayne Johns
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